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About This Game

Take a walk on a hidden Island and experience the longest summer night to ever happen. Sense the warm breeze filled with the
whispers of familiar Trees,

remember moments of an old friend and glimmers of a shared past.

Once again inhale the peaceful air of the forests and discover a manifold of beautiful phenomena.

Nightwalk is an atmospheric and relaxing first-person walking experience. Explore a huge Island shrouded in night, remember
beautiful moments of your past life and find your inner peace while listening to piano ambient music, that will envoke feelings

of nostalgia, mystery and friendship.

Developer Notes

Nightwalk was designed to be a relaxing but also very specific experience in its theme. The key focus was to give the player an
open and freely explorable environment but to also experience the beauty of the night without any horror elements that usually
come with them. The goal was to recreate past real-life experiences where we would stroll many times in the night, coming to

ideas, thinking about the world and coming to realizations of our own.

Features:

open designed Island and many places to visit
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easy to play, no time or difficulty limits

discover some beautiful, natural but also surreal phenomena of the night

enjoy a long and calming piano soundtrack

only you are on the island and there is really nothing that will scare you

This game is still in an early development stage
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Title: NIGHTWALK
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ONEVISION GAMES
Publisher:
ONEVISION GAMES
Franchise:
ESSENCE UNIVERSE
Release Date: Summer 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 700

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

English
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